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A B S T R A C T   

The Ghana National Single Window has become the focus of attention over its potential to move goods swiftly. 
However, since its inception in 2002, the controversies surrounding the implementation suggest issues beyond 
trade facilitation. The Information Systems literature primarily ascribes the controversies to resistance to tech-
nology. By adopting the Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) as a learning process for understanding port stake-
holders’ relations and attitudes, we explore the controversies to determine the meanings port stakeholders 
attribute to them. We combined SSM with interviews, media content analysis and focus groups made possible by 
snowballing. The responses were analyzed using rich pictures and validated through a conceptual model. The 
results reveal a fragmented government where ministries, agencies, and personalities assert power in single 
window implementation through I.T. vendor contracts. The situation results in a high cost of doing business at 
the port for shippers due to non-transparent and questionable contracts. The public’s attitude towards the 
controversies reflects fears, hopes and expectations and legitimate concerns about important political and social 
goals. Using SSMs focus on relations and attitudes, we can document how controversies attributed to new 
technology is not a question of technology but of perceived political interference.   

1. Introduction 

The digitalization of terminal activities and the cargo clearance 
process should ensure the competitiveness of ports. Digitalization is the 
process of leveraging digitization to improve business processes. Digi-
tization is turning analogue or paper-based information (physical 
format) into a digital format. This process can be automated to have an 
impact expressed as digital transformation (Burkett, 2017). However, 
this is different from automation of equipment. In Ports, terminal 
automation is gaining popularity around the world. Terminal automa-
tion relates to the automation of equipment and digitalizing the ex-
change and processing of information amongst a significant number of 
stakeholders in specific port processes (UNCTAD, 2018). On the other 
hand, digitalization refers to information processing that is achieved 
through platforms such as National Single Windows (NSW), Port Com-
munity Systems (PCS) and Maritime Single Windows (MSW). These 
platforms are widely used to improve efficiency and reduce the cost of 
doing business at ports by a single entry of information accessible by 
relevant companies and state institutions. 

The NSW is a facility that allows parties involved in trade and 
transport to lodge standardized information and documents with a 
single-entry point to fulfil all import, export, and transit-related regu-
latory requirements (United Nations Center for Trade Facilitations and 
Electronic Business. (2005), 2005). Unlike the other two digitized port- 
specific platforms, the NSW is an economy-wide concept usually oper-
ated by the trade ministry or finance ministry or their assigns. It is 
applicable in other areas such as airports and free-zones management 
with more comprehensive functions, including tax administration. 
Maritime Single Windows facilitate electronic information exchange 
between ships and ports-a mandatory requirement for states as per the 
Convention on Facilitation of International Maritime Traffic, 1965, as 
amended (FAL Convention) of the International Maritime Organization 
that came into force on 8th April 2019. The convention recommends the 
use of MSW for electronic information exchange. A Port Community 
System is the technological platform that enables networking between 
the public and private agents and entities involved in the ship and cargo 
services offered by ports (Caldeirinha, Felício, Salvador, Nabais, & 
Pinho, 2020). PCS are community-owned systems with heterogenous 
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stakeholders that include terminal operators, carriers (ocean, road, and 
rail), freight forwarders, enforcement agencies (i.e. customs), port au-
thorities, and various lobby groups (including workers’ unions, envi-
ronmentalists, and other policymakers) (Srour, van Oosterhout, van 
Baalen, & Zuidwijk, 2008). 

However, the Information Systems (I.S.) literature (see Heeks, 2002, 
for more details) confirms that electronic platforms have mostly failed to 
produce the intended results in developing countries. The reasons are 
varied. Resistant to technology is a popular reason for the failure. 
Another contemporary reason is technological determinism upheld by 
many governments without regard for economic and social-political 
embeddedness (Aryee, Andersen, & Hansen, 2021).In Ghana, the 
introduction of the Single Window platform and building an 
ultra-modern terminal at the Port of Tema had raised scepticism among 
stakeholders and resulted in several controversies involving Govern-
ment, shipper representatives, labour, and private organizations. We 
define controversies as disputes that emerge around technical matters 
and question technical fixes and standard narratives about infrastruc-
ture. There are many meanings to these controversies (Osei-Owusu, 
Mahmood, & Sambasivan, 2020) that can provide an insight into the 
implementation of landmark digitalization efforts in the Port of Tema. 
We set out to explore the meanings embedded in controversies sur-
rounding the implementation of the Ghana National Single Window 
(GNSW) and port expansion project and how these meanings help 
explain port stakeholder fears, hopes and expectations at the Port of 
Tema. 

1.1. Study area 

The Port of Tema is the largest of Ghana’s two ports. Tema is a 
leading port in West Africa and a gateway for the landlocked countries of 
Burkina Faso, Mali and Niger. It handles approximately 85% of Ghana’s 
trade. Its reach extends to the Sahel region, competing favourably with 
Abidjan, Lome and Cotonou and Dakar ports for transit trade. From 6 
million tons of cargo in 2000, the port handled 19 million tons in 2020. 
Transit cargo formed 2% of the total in 2000 but has increased to 8% of 
the total traffic in 2020. 

As part of the economic reform agenda, Tema saw its first dedicated 
container terminal in 2004 operated by Meridian Port Services (MPS) 
Ltd in the first-ever container terminal concession agreement signed by 
the Ghana Port and Harbours Authority (GPHA). MPS is a joint venture 
between the Bollore and APM Groups owning 70% and the Port Au-
thority holding 30%. The two-quay terminal had an annual capacity 
target of 500,000 TEU by 2010. Tema’s unique adaption of neo-liberal 
practices nuanced with nationalism underlines its study growth in 
keeping with changes in global trade (Chalfin, 2010). Container traffic 
in 2000 was a mere 166,963 TEU. By 2008, the expected capacity of 
500,000 TEUs had been exceeded, prompting expansion plans. In 2019, 
MPS commissioned a new container terminal with an annual capacity of 
2 million TEUs. Almost immediately, the terminal started receiving post- 
Panama vessels. With the average size of ships calling increasing, the 
port performance on the Liner Shipping Connectivity index improved, as 
shown in Fig. 1, establishing the port’s position as the preferred port of 
call for large vessels bound for West Africa. 

The Port of Tema represents the new progressive ports in Africa. In 
the words of Chalfin (2010), the Port of Tema lays bare the complex 
forces at stake in revitalizing the maritime frontiers across Africa. Tema 
reflects the everyday challenges of Sub-Saharan African (SSA) ports 
where state agencies, indigenous capital, the world’s leading shipping 
and logistics conglomerates, and individuals invest and/or extract rent 
in them. 

2. Case Study: Ghana National Single Window 

The implementation of a Single Window is a complex undertaking. 
The task of coordinating multiple government agencies, reviewing laws 
and standardizing data, amongst others, is daunting. Implementing the 
Ghana National Single Window project to facilitate the clearance of 
goods is a technological introduction that has courted controversy at 
various stages since its introduction in 2002. We can best appreciate the 
timing and nature of the disputes by looking at the historical account of 
Single Window implementation in Ghana. The idea of introducing an 
Electronic Single window system began in 1998 towards the end of the 
Rawlings government but crystallized and took off in 2001 under the 
Kuffour administration after two years of stalling. 

In 2001, Ghana Community Network (GCNet) Ltd came into being as 
a joint venture company with shares held by Societe General de Sur-
veillance SGS (60%), Customs Division of the Ghana Revenue Authority 
(20%), the Ghana Shippers Council (10%), and two local banks (each 
5%). GCNet installed and operated an Electronic Data Interchange sys-
tem called TradeNet and the Ghana Customs Management System 
(GCMS) (De Wulf & Sokol, 2004) under a service agreement with the 
Ghana Ministry of Trade and Industry. GCNet rolled out a system 
modelled after Singapore’s famous TradeNet, a single-window platform 
where all stakeholders, both state agencies and private service pro-
viders, submit and access information. According to De Wulf and Sokol 
(2004), many customs and import processes were automated, simplified 
and improved, contributing to cost savings to businesses, better collec-
tion of revenues and speedier processing of container traffic through the 
Port of Tema. 

GCNet, as the Ghanaian version of the Singaporean Tradenet soft-
ware system, came to be known (named after the first I.T. vendor of the 
system in Ghana), emerged out of the need to modernize customs by the 
provision of I.T. infrastructure and systems. Destination Inspection 
Companies (DIC) handled the Ghana Customs’ core functions of classi-
fication and valuation. The Ministry of Finance contracted them to use 
their technology and databases to provide valuation of goods at the ports 
to determine shippers’ tax liability. GCNet collaborated with the DICs 
until 2007, when a new government headed by Kuffour awarded a 
contract to Bankswitch Ghana Ltd to replace the DICs. The state news-
paper’s online portal, Graphic Online (Abbey, 2015), reported that 
Bankswitch convinced the Government that they would collect more 
revenue with their system than the DICs were doing. The engagement of 
Bankswitch generated controversy as to why Ghana Customs was not 
allowed to perform its core functions but instead paid a share of the 
countries’ revenue to third parties to offer the service. Outsourcing of 

Fig. 1. Top 5 African Ports on UNCTAD’s Liner Shipping Connectivity Index. 
Source: Review of Maritime Transport 2020. 
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customs duties is a practice the World Customs Organization frowns 
upon (Abbey, 2015) because it signals that it does not need its customs 
administration. Bankswitch piloted its system through 2008. 

The party in power lost the 2008 elections, and the opposition led by 
Prof. Mills won. In 2009, the new Government abrogated the contract 
with Bankswitch, citing non-performance and a duplication of the ac-
tivities of GCNet and the DICs (The Ghanaian Chronicle, 2015). In 2012, 
Prof Mills passed on in his third year in office, and his vice president, 
Mahama, took over as president and, subsequently, won the election the 
same year. In 2015, the Mahama government contracted Westblue 
Consulting to provide technical assistance to Ghana Customs, elimi-
nating the DICs. Again, the core function of classification and valuation 
eluded the customs administration. Subsequently, the two major IT 
Solution providers, i.e., Westblue Consulting and GCNet, became the 
Ghana National Single Window joint operators. Westblue Consulting’s 
mandate was from the Ministry of Finance to work for the Customs 
Division of the Ghana Revenue Authority, while GCNet derived its 
mandate from the Ministry of Trade and Industry. 

The Mahama administration lost the 2016 election to the opposition 
party led by Akuffo-Addo. Immediately after taking office, the Vice 
President embarked on a comprehensive digitalization agenda of the 
country’s public services. The GNSW project, which was partially 
manual due to the non-cooperation of the Other Border Agencies (OBA) 
and resistance from within customs (Addo, 2017), was a priority. In 
September 2017, the Vice President declared the Port of Tema a 
paperless port and tasked GCNet, Westblue Consulting, Customs, the 
Port Authority and other border agencies to ensure a complete digita-
lization of clearance processes and payments to curb corruption and 
fraud. The technical aspects worked within a couple of weeks with 
stakeholder sensitization and training ongoing and reports showing a 
working system and improvement in the time and cost of clearing goods 
from the port (Amankwah-sarfo, Boateng, Effah, & Boateng, 2018). 
However, only one year into implementing the ‘paperless port’ project, 
in March 2018, the Ministry of Trade and Industry awarded a new 
provider, Ghana Link Network Limited, a $40 million 10-year single 
window contract to provide paperless services at the port. Similarly, 
Ghana Link Limited was one of the DICs relieved of its duties with the 
introduction of Westblue Consulting in 2015. 

In 2020, the new system, UNIPASS, an adaptation from CUPIA of 
South Korea, replaced TradeNet run by GCNet and Westblue Consulting. 
At present, the adopted UNIPASS has been named the Integrated Cus-
toms Management System (ICUMS) as the system used for lodging any 
transaction with Customs and Ghana Link Network Services (hereafter 
known as Ghana Link) is now the only operator or I.T. vendor offering 
end-to-end service on behalf of Customs. 

In all, we identified four I.T. vendors of the GNSW over the last 20 
years (five if we include the DICs). There has only been one significant 
change in software/technology since its inception. GCNet served since 
its inception until 2020 but has had to collaborate with one or two of the 
other I.T. vendors like the DICs, Bankswitch and Westblue Consulting at 
different times, especially after every change of Government until the 
GoG replaced them with Ghana Link in 2020. All these new in-
troductions of I.T. vendors met with controversies that primarily played 
out in the media. Hence, this paper aims to unearth the meanings 
attributed to these demonstrations by various parties, alluded to by 
(Osei-Owusu et al., 2020). 

3. Research design 

This paper forms a part of one of the three themes of a larger research 
project on Port Efficiency and Public-Private Capacity in the port of 

Tema sponsored by the Danish Foreign Ministry. The themes, namely, 
Port Service Economy, Digitalization and Capacity Building, were 
carefully chosen after deliberations among team members and project 
advisors. The three themes were found to be interconnected in the port’s 
bid to improve efficiency. This paper focuses on the digitalization 
theme, specifically the Ghana National Single Window implementation 
and port expansion project at the Port of Tema. Concentration on the 
GNSW and the port expansion were significant for three reasons. First, 
the port literature on African ports shows that technical efficiency 
relating to quayside operations have improved considerably in Africa, 
but other problems like hinterland and logistics infrastructure and ser-
vices are still lagging. Secondly, the research was conducted when the 
Government had declared the port as a paperless port and was in the 
process of changing I.T. vendors who operated the national single 
window system amidst disputes. Thirdly, the period coincided with 
completing Tema’s new and highly digitalized container terminal 
(Terminal 3). Hence, researching the digitalization of the single window 
was an opportunity to observe the controversies that surrounded vital 
milestones in the Port of Tema unfold. 

The study adopts the qualitative research method of a case study. The 
case study was preferred because we sought an in-depth understanding 
of a phenomenon as it occurred in real-time. The case study also helps 
portray the complexities, interactions, and occurrences that explain the 
how what and why. They help investigate complex social units involving 
multiple interests (Behar-Horenstein, 2018). To avoid the reported 
disadvantage of lack of reliability, validity and generalizability and to 
ensure the trustworthiness of the findings, the data was collected from 
different sources using different methods that validate the accuracy of 
the results- a technique known as triangulation. 

Further, the researchers presented the findings of the study to par-
ticipants to authenticate the accuracy. In addition, working in a large 
research group provided the opportunity to use peer debriefing as a tool 
to enhance credibility further. Discussing observations, impressions, and 
primary findings from interviews, focus groups, and documentary evi-
dence with co-researchers was a practical way to corroborate findings 
and ensure dependability. 

It was important to purposefully target relevant state agencies, pol-
icymakers, service providers, and regulators such as the Ministries, 
Departments, and Agencies in collecting the data. We conducted semi- 
structured in-person interviews with knowledgeable persons identified 
by the institutions we had selected. Thus, managers of the Ghana Port 
and Harbours Authority (GPHA), Ministry of Transport, Ministry of 
Trade and Industry, Ghana Maritime Authority (GMA) and Customs 
Divisions of the Ghana Revenue Authority. Lecturers at the Regional 
Maritime University (RMU), one member of the Ghana Institute of 
Freight Forwarders (GIFF) executive committee, managers at three 
shipping lines and three managers at Meridian Port Services were also 
purposely interviewed in addition to government agencies. Several 
others were reached by attending the port’s famed Berthing Meetings, 
which was introduced to us by a student when we attended selected 
post-graduate course lectures at the RMU and GIFF. Some industry 
practitioners in managerial and supervisory positions in the class were 
interviewed. 

The berthing meeting is held twice a week by the Port Authority to 
allocate berths and service providers like stevedores to vessels arriving 
and leaving. The Harbour Master or Chief Pilot chairs this meeting. 
Here, all interested parties in the maritime industry a represented. It 
presented an excellent opportunity for the random selection of relevant 
participants for semi-structured interviews. The platform also helped in 
locating more interviewees through snowballing. Snowball sampling is a 
robust sampling method used by qualitative researchers to generate a 
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pool of participants for a research study through referrals made by in-
dividuals who share a particular characteristic of research interest with 
the target population. It is also called chain sampling or chain referral 
sampling (Crouse & Lowe, 2018). 

Preliminary interviews showed that the individual stakeholders’ 
’mental pictures’ of the Port of Tema situation revealed a complicated 
problem that often resulted in controversies, the basis of which systems 
thinking can untangle. Therefore, we adopted the Soft Systems Meth-
odology (SSM) to map the key stakeholders, power and authority cen-
tres, and interrelations in the Port of Tema to analyze their responses to 
implementing the GNSW and the port expansion project expressions of 
their worldviews. Further, it provided the opportunity to identify 
clashing interests and work towards accommodations. Systems ap-
proaches such as SSM explain the dynamics, interconnectedness and 
relationships that make up a system. Lately, scholars have used the 
process with action research in port settings in the Sub-Saharan African 
(SSA) region. The use of systems approaches has gained popularity in 
many academic disciplines such as medicine, social sciences, economics, 
Information Systems and engineering. The advantage of soft systems 
approaches is their ability to structure complex situations without 
exempting the environment and people when considering the issues and 
allowing accommodations. In the last five years, a growing consensus 
has recognized the need for a systemic way of thinking about sustainable 
port development by finding the right balance between human, envi-
ronmental and economic aspects (Vellinga, Slinger, Taneja, & Vreug-
denhil, 2017). Barnes-Dabban et al. (2017) and Hönke and Cuesta- 
Fernandez (2018) have used action research approaches of ‘sense-
making’ and ‘controversies’ to better understand African ports. 

We used SSM to ensure that the participants, collectively, can define 
the problems of national single window implementation and the port 
expansion project at the Port of Tema. The Port Economics literature 
finds merit in incorporating the concerns and inputs of stakeholders into 
planning activities. The involvement of stakeholders helps port au-
thorities avoid conflicts (Dooms, 2019). Vellinga et al. (2017) further 
argued that involving local stakeholders in planning port projects could 
enable port authorities to co-create value, i.e., create mutual interests 
and shared values to ensure a sustainable future for the port and the 
surrounding communities. Fig. 2 below shows the research plan and 
methodological framework. 

In the following sections, we present the case, explain Soft System 
Methodology, and apply the SSM learning process to our case. Finally, 
we discuss the findings and indicate the implications of our findings for 
practice, policy and international scholarship. 

3.1. Soft systems methodology 

Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) is a widely used qualitative 
research methodology based on systems thinking theory and action 
research. It is a learning and enquiry process aiming to improve a social 
situation (Nair, 2015). SSM is a cyclic learning system that uses models 
of human activity to explore with the actors in the actual world problem 
situation, their perceptions of that situation, and their readiness to 
decide upon purposeful action that accommodates different actors’ 
perceptions, judgments and values (Železnik, Kokol, & Blažun Vošner, 
2017). In SSM, the world is considered complex or problematic, but we 
can tackle the complexity by applying SSM, created as a learning system. 
The system is not assumed to exist in the real world. The systemness is in 
the process of learning and tackling the problem. 

Peter Checkland developed SSM to make up for the limitations of the 
systems engineering approach, which was considered deficient in 
dealing with the social and cultural dimensions (2000). Checkland dis-
tinguishes ‘soft systems’ from ‘hard systems’ like systems engineering. 
‘Hard systems’ tend to be goal-seeking, assume the world contains sys-
tems that can be engineered, considers systems models to be models of 
the world (ontologies), and writes in the language of ’problems’ and 
’solutions.’ It has the advantage of using persuasive techniques in 
problem-solving, but may lose touch with aspects beyond the logic of the 
problem. On the other hand, soft systems are oriented to learning, as-
sume the world is problematical, but can be explored using systems 
models, consider system models to be intellectual constructs, and talk in 
the language of ’issues’ and ’accommodations’ (Lane, 2019). He argues 
that it has the advantage of including the human element of problem 
situations, and all stakeholders can use it at a sitting in rethinking 
problem situations. 

SSM addresses ’Soft’ problems, also known as ‘wicked’ problems or 
’messes’. The phrase ’wicked problems’ demonstrates difficult or 
impossible issues because they address complex social in-
terdependencies (Kamari, Corrao, & Kirkegaard, 2017). ‘Hard’ 

Fig. 2. Research plan and methodology framework.  
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problems, which are structured and well-defined, are predictable, 
whereas people’s interactions introduce complexity resulting in un-
structured and ill-defined problems (Checkland, 2000; Kamari et al., 
2017; Proches & Bodhanya, 2015). SSM helps this situation as it func-
tions as an interrogative device that enables debate amongst concerned 
parties, accommodates different worldviews of participants of the pro-
cess, and later communicates possible solutions or ’accommodations’. 

Houghton (2013) found that both outcomes, whether problem- 
solving or simply learning, can be elusive when he used the methodol-
ogy to develop a strategic plan for a young start-up company. As the 
problem structuring exercise occurred, the critical stakeholders’ prob-
lematic situation and worldviews began to change in the case study. 
Hence, two principal owners who had earlier agreed on the company’s 
strategic direction formed new worldviews of the problem with no ac-
commodations. Houghton concluded that the methodology adapts itself 
to the situation through the interpretive lens of the actors. Hence, it 
should not be thought of as a problem-solving tool but a way of learning 
about the problem. In essence, the methodology may fail at reaching 
immediate solutions or accommodations but fulfils an essential task of 
creating meaning and structure, upon which a debate leading to change 
can rest. Based on Houghton’s finding, we do not intend to use SSM to 
solve a problem as a consultant or practitioner will do. However, as 
researchers, we planned to harness its strength as a learning process and 
its ability to bring all interested parties to the table to collectively 
identify and put into context the problems affecting the national single 
window project’s implementation. Hence, giving us new meanings and 
provides a more explicit structure revealing new understandings of what 
is happening at the Port of Tema with GNSW. 

3.2. The SSM process 

Checkland (2000) proposes seven stages to implement SSM as shown 
in Fig. 3. 

The following steps are adapted from Nair (2015).  

1. Finding out about a problem situation, including culturally/ 
politically 

The process begins with exploring the problem situation, including 
culturally and politically, by identifying the issues. The way to do this is 
through rich pictures, which tell the story better than words.  

2. Formulating some relevant purposeful activity models 

Stage 2 is the formulation of relevant purposeful activity models 
based on specific worldviews. There is a need to define the purposeful 
activity to be modelled first. These definitional statements, called ‘root 
definitions’, are constructed around an expression of purposeful activity 
as a transformation process (Checkland, 2000). These can be structured 
using other constructs such as CATWOE, PQR and Conceptual Models. 

CATWOE stands for  

• Customer (those people who are the recipients of the system’s 
output);  

• Actor (the people who perform the activities of the system);  
• Transformation (the change that the system brings about);  
• Worldview (the viewpoint that justifies the activities of the system);  
• The owner (the person or system who can create, change or destroy 

the system) and  
• Environment (external systems or constraints that must be taken as 

given). 

According to Checkland (2000), PQR represent what does the system 
do (P)? How does it do it (Q)? Why does it do it (R)? Hence, a root 
definition (R.D.) can be written as: “A system to do P by Q to R”. Con-
ceptual models (CM) model the activities that the root definition must 
necessarily undertake and their relationships. The conceptual models 
are created from the root definitions, the PQR formula, and the CAT-
WOE. He further states that a ‘system’ in SSM terminology refers to the 
conceptual models illustrating the ideal set of activities required for a 
necessary transformation, not actual reality.  

3. Debating or exploring the situation using the models 

The models are used to structure debate about the situation. Dia-
logue occurs as stakeholders compare the real world with the models. 
We have discussed this with stakeholders individually during 2020; 
however, due to COVID19, we have chosen not to repeat focus group 
interviews. What we seek from the discussion is  

(a) changes that would improve the situation and are regarded as 
both desirable and (culturally) feasible and  

(b) the accommodations between conflicting worldviews, which will 
enable action-to-improve to be taken.  

4. Taking action in the situation to bring about improvement 

The final stage in the SSM process is to take action. The action 
consists of defining and implementing necessary measures with the aim 
that the changes have to appeal to the people in the situation, taking into 
account their unique history and worldviews. 

4. Results 

Stage 1: Exploring the Unstructured Problem Situation 
We set out to explore and find meaning in controversies involving 

Fig. 3. The SSM Process Structure. Source: Abuabara, Paucar-Caceres, Neyra 
Belderrain, and Burrowes-Cromwell (2017). 
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Government, government agencies, freight forwarders, information 
technology vendors, customs, shipping lines, terminal operators, ship-
pers, and trade associations concerning the Ghana National Single 
Window implementation and port expansion project. The data gathering 
comprised first conducting preliminary unstructured interviews with the 
Ghana Ports and Harbours Authority (GPHA), Ghana Maritime Au-
thority (GMA), Ministry of Trade and Industries, Customs Division of the 
Ghana Revenue Authority, Ministry of Transport and the Ghana Institute 
of Freight Forwarders (GIFF) to gain various perspectives of the problem 
situation. Further, we took note of documented statements and quotes 
made by Ghana Customs, ministers of state, leaders of freight forwarders 
associations such as GIFF and the Association of Customs House Agents 
of Ghana (ACHAG), and state agencies such as the Ghana Standards 
Authority in newspapers and on the official T.V. program of the Port 
Authority named ’Eye on Port’ aired on national television weekly. 
Studies additionally backed these by other academics and international 
development agencies such as the Worldbank to provide a historical 
background to the present problem situation. All of this was to get a 
global picture of the situation. 

A stakeholder workshop was organized in March 2019 at the Uni-
versity of Ghana in Accra to consolidate the various views. Forty-One 
(41) participants representing state agencies, professional bodies, aca-
demics, consultants, terminal operators, journalists, trade unions, civil 
society, a trade facilitation advocacy group and private consultants took 
part in the workshop. A notable institution that was absent was the 
GPHA representative because of miscommunication, but we made up for 
it by interviewing them several times over the research period. In the 
invitation, we indicated that the institution sends at least two people. 
Having at least two representatives from each participating organization 
ensured adequate representation in the planned parallel focus group 
discussions after the plenary. The choice of the focus group to belong to 
was left to the participant. This ensured that they chose a group where 
their expertise was most helpful. 

The workshop’s opening session appraised participants about 
various perspectives gathered from preliminary interviews, 

documentary evidence, and media reports. Following the opening ses-
sion, participants were placed in their chosen focus groups. At this stage, 
we concentrate on the Digitalization theme, which is the focus of this 
paper, albeit with some apparent links to the other themes of the broader 
research on port efficiency. The Port Digitalization focus group that 
represents the group meant for this study had eleven (11) representa-
tives from the Meridian Ports Services (only On-Dock Container Ter-
minal Operator in Tema), Amaris Terminal (off-dock Container 
Terminal), Ghana Shippers’ Authority, Westblue Consulting, Ghana 
Community Network Ltd (GCNet), Ghana Institute of Freight Forwarders 
(GIFF), Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (CILT), Ghana 
Standards Authority, Ghana Maritime Authority, Customs Division of 
the Ghana Revenue Authority and Mediterranean Shipping Company. 
The representation was adequate since these organizations represented 
the service providers and the users of the GNSW. 

We gave each participant in the digitalization group sticky note pads 
to write out answers to the questions:  

1. What is at stake for the stakeholders in the Port of Tema?  
2. What are your hopes, fears, and expectations concerning digital 

platforms in Port of Tema? 

Participants mapped out their role at the port and the problems they 
encountered. The findings were presented when the plenary reconvened 
with the other two groups joining. This way, the researchers had vali-
dation from the other participants in the ‘Port Service Economy’ and 
‘Capacity Building’ groups. The critical points of the discussion are listed 
in stage 2. We sought to identify the known (what) to help us understand 
the unknown (why) soft tissues through the SSM. 

Stage 2: Expressing the Problem Situation 
We analyzed the stakeholders’ inputs at the SSM workshop and data 

from the focus group and individual interviews using a rich picture 
shown in Fig. 4. The rich picture depicts our understanding of the port 
environment and the centres of power and authority. It is a way to make 
our thinking process transparent. 

Fig. 4. Rich Picture of the Port of Tema depicting stakeholder interrelations, power and authority centres and concerns. Source: Own Illustration.  
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On the left side, the rich picture shows a port where the centre of 
power and authority is the Government represented by several border 
agencies, including the Port Authority and Customs. The Government is 
also inextricable from the political party in power, as evident in (Aryee 
et al., 2021). The arrows pointing to ICUMS shows the centrality of the 
GNSW. Although ICUMS is a collaborative platform, the centre of au-
thority is Customs. On the other side, we see freight forwarders assume a 
lead role in facilitating shippers’ and industry/traders’ interaction with 
the Government through ICUMS, shipping lines, terminal operators, 
banks and other service providers. This explains why many contro-
versies have been between freight forwarders and Government or po-
litical power (see Aryee et al., 2021) (Table 1). 

• The data from interviews, focus group discussion, and the stake-
holder workshop’s learning process identified inefficient service 
delivery as a significant concern for all. A representative from the 
Ghana Shippers’ Authority told about a DHL flight that had to fly 
empty because of the downtimes of the GNSW. Westblue represen-
tative, in support of the shipper’s representative, opined that time is 
a cost that usually does not show up on the bill. Downtimes have far- 
reaching cost implications like demurrage and rent for storage space.  

• Shippers and freight forwarders interviewed complained about 
transaction cost for using digital systems as another cost that comes 
with the introduction of digital platforms in the port. At the focus 
group, the GSA representative mentioned that the GNSW and other 
technological interventions in the port had often increased total costs 
to shippers as the cost of transactions via digitized platforms is 
expensive. Participants commenting on the issue blamed the situa-
tion on political agreements signed with technology providers for the 
high price that eroded the efficiency gains of technology.  

• Participants of the workshop, interviewees and the literature identify 
another significant contributor to the high cost of transacting busi-
ness at the port. State agencies operating at the port are mainly 
concerned with generating revenue, having been weaned off gov-
ernment payroll and given autonomy to generate their funds. The 
agencies have imposed various fees on imports and exports where a 
trade transaction required their services. The agencies are also 
identified as the cause of delays at the port.  

• The Government is central as it oversees the port and the other 
border agencies. It controls who should be contracted to operate the 
GNSW, what software or technology should be implemented, which 
government agency should lead in the implementation. The Gov-
ernment also approves charges of border agencies.  

• Regarding the controversial debate of changing the GNSW operator 
and the software, a media content analysis showed that the repre-
sentatives were divided along political lines. The rich picture also 
shows three groups of Shippers’ representatives: the Ghana Shipper 
Authority, Freight forwarder associations, and trade and industrial 
associations. The Ghana Shippers Authority represent shippers who 
are primarily private formal and informal shippers. This position 
places the Shipper’s Authority in a conflict of interest position 
regarding shippers’ position on controversial issues (Amanfu, 2016). 
The conflict situation, which one interviewee calls ‘an anomaly’, is 
indicated with a red arrow. A critical issue that came up frequently in 
the interviews was the ability of the Government to add service 
providers to the GNSW at will. Usually, the Ministry of trade shown 
in the green arrow in Fig. 4 superimposes Customs - an agency under 
the Ministry of Finance. Of utmost concern was the impending 
change of the software and service providers from GCNet and 
TradeNeT to Ghanalink and ICUMS. 

The following section will outline this perspective through a rigorous 
and structured conceptual model development beginning with the root 
definition and the mnemonic CATWOE. 

Stage 3 CATWOE and Root Definition 
At his stage, we formulate relevant purposeful activity models based 

on the worldviews expressed in Table 1. We used the CATWOE pneu-
monic as constructs of a transformation process to arrive at the ‘root 
definition’. CATWOE stands for Customer, Actor, Transformation, 
Worldview, Owner and Environment. Thus, 

C Shippers (Businesses and individuals) and the public who bear the 
ultimate cost. 
A Port Stakeholders including Government of Ghana through its 
ministries, departments and agencies 
T To reduce the cost of Ghana National Single Window platform 
transactions 

Table 1 
Problem Situation Expressed in Literature, Interviews and Workshop/Focus 
Group.   

Issues based on interviews, workshops and 
focus group 

Delays and CostSeparate contract of 
affreightment from clearance 
process 

Downtimes in digital platforms cause delay 
and cost  

Poor internet connectivity  

New technologies often increase the total 
cost of a transaction  

Rigid requirement for container terminals 
to release containers only after customs and 
shipping line release causes delays that is a 
bottleneck for an otherwise efficient 
terminal operating system.     

Political Interference in Governance 
of the GNSW 

Political agreements erode gains made with 
digitalized systems.  

Political decisions on technology and 
technology vendors that exclude 
stakeholders  

Bad contracts and concessions give 
operators of digital platforms super-profits 
at the expense of users.  

Need to enhance stakeholder participation  

Need for a stable system that does not get 
influenced  

Customs shy away from ownership of the 
GNSW 

Capacity Building Capacity-building efforts by the state and 
private entities often ignored indigenous 
stevedores and shore handling companies  

Low skills of state officials that use digital 
platforms. Need for capacity building for 
them  

Labour Development of labour skills to provide 
advanced maritime services 

Other Costs State Agencies use the port as a cash cow  
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W Customs ownership and operation of the single window will 
reduce political influence in contracting third-party I.T. vendors, 
which will reduce the cost associated with GNSW 
Seat of Government (Presidency) 
E Gatekeeper state where political power dominates the bureaucracy 
with powerful political lobbying by private operators and political 
party affiliates for contracts 

The root definition is the statement that defines what should be done, 
how to do it and why is it to be done. We express it as follows based on 
the CATWOE: A stakeholder owned system, to reduce GNSW related 
costs for shippers at the port of Tema, who currently experience high 
cost of transacting business at the port by eliminating political influence 
under the constraint of powerful political lobbying by private operators 
and political party affiliates (Fig. 5). 

Stage 4: Conceptual Model 
According to Gasson (2013), a conceptual model identifies and an-

alyses the activities needed to be performed by the actors to achieve the 
desired transformation. It is expressed in the language of ‘What?’. What 
activities are required to achieve the objectives of the system? They must 
also have a measure of success, means of monitoring and feedback 
results 

Based on the root definition, we made a list of activities that we 
perceived as necessary for the transformation desired by the stake-
holders. They are: 

1. Appoint the multi-stakeholder National Trade Facilitation Commit-
tee as the decision-making body of the GNSW implementation to 
balance political power  

2. Define the role of private IT vendors as technical support to the 
Customs Authority  

3. Ensure transparency in procurement processes for I.T. Vendor 
services  

4. Develop the capacity of technocrats to negotiate contracts  
5. Develop the capacity of Customs authority  
6. Ensure the gradual take-over of the mandate of classification and 

valuation by Customs over from private IT vendors  
7. Assess the impact of capacity development in contract negotiation on 

the cost  
8. Assess the impact of customs control on cost  
9. Report back to the public (Fig. 6) 

Fig. 6. A conceptual model relevant to shippers cost reduction. Source: Own Diagram  

Fig. 5. Transformation model. Own Illustration. The next stage of the SSM is 
the development of a conceptual model. 
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Stage 5: Compare conceptual models with the real world 
To further validate the accuracy of desired the transformation indi-

cated in the conceptual model, we presented our deductions from our 
stakeholder meeting and focus group discussions in June 2019 and 
documented materials to subsequent interviewees from April 2019 
through to March 2020. In addition, we presented the findings to repre-
sentatives of institutions who participated in the 2019 focus group in April 
2021, albeit with some absentees. The four representatives of GCNet and 
Westblue Consulting were absent because they no longer worked in the 
maritime sector after Ghana Link Ltd. Replaced the company. We had 6 
out of the 11 participants represented. One participant from the Chartered 
Institute of Logistics (CILT), Ghana Institute of Freight Forwarders (GIFF), 
one representative who represented GIFF in 2019 was now also a member 
of the implementing committee of ICUMS and the National Trade Facili-
tation Committee, A Maritime Journalist from the Daily Graphic (the 
State-owned Newspaper) and two others from private logistics company 
and trade facilitation advocacy entity made up the list. 

The participants agreed that the transformation and processes out-
lined to achieve them is valid. They seek less political influence and 
more stakeholder engagement in implementing the GNSW to ensure 
certainty without the risk of changes by succeeding governments. 
Elaborating on how this affects them, the frequent change of I.T. vendors 
was problematic to stakeholders, notably the port authority, shipping 
lines, freight forwarders, terminal operators and ultimately shippers. 
These entities have to go through expensive I.T. configurations and 
training to attain system compatibility with any new introduction of 
vendors or operators of the GNSW. The burden of cost is ultimately 
transferred to the shipper and the general public who buy imported 
goods. However, according to participants, the real issue is the uncer-
tainty of how long this political rally of vendors or operators will 
continue. Political will is a critical factor in closing the gap between the 
conceptual model and the real world. The process of SSM ends for our 
research and stakeholders because enforcing political will is beyond our 
influence. Gasson (2013b) suggests that in this case, where the imple-
mentation of activities required for transformation lies elsewhere, it 
should be considered that the people involved in the system are satisfied 

with the changes and view them appropriately. Hence, an analysis of the 
desired transformation feasibility is required to ensure that it will work. 

Stage 6: Feasibility of Desirable Change 
Hersh (2002) describes three possible changes at stage 6 of the SSM, i. 

e., structural change, procedural change and attitudinal change. The Vice 
President’s famous ’paperless port project’ resulted in greater collabora-
tion between Customs and the other border agencies (OBAs), and the 
number of OBAs that inspected goods on arrival was cut down from 16 to 
3. The support shown by the shipping community despite the contro-
versies surrounding it and the short time frame of its implementation in 
2017 shows that the industry endorses change for an efficient GNSW. 

Gasson (2013) proposed that the feasibility must be understood as 
cultural feasibility, technical feasibility, the dependency between work- 
systems and technical systems, and a win–win for all.  

• Cultural feasibility: what is acceptable to the people working in this 
part of the organization (from their perspectives) 

The human factor has been why stakeholders have preferred a 
digitalized system since the late 1990 s. The Vice President’s declaration 
of the paperless port in September 2017 was because some people 
explored loopholes in the manual aspects that existed in the GNSW until 
then. The physical inspection of goods offered an opportunity for some 
customs officers and officers from the OBAs to extort rent from importers 
or connive with the importer to cheat the Government of the proper 
duties to be paid. The Government also has an interest to generate more 
revenue. The Shipping lines, logistics companies and the Port Author-
ity’s service providers need the Port of Tema to be competitive in the 
West African sub-region. Shippers on the demand side favour electronic 
systems to avoid delays and costly illegal facilitation payments. Ac-
cording to Aryee (2011), based on Worldbank. (n.d.), the ideal time and 
situation for reforming a port are when all three forces of competition, 
political push and community pressure are present simultaneously. 

Evidence from the (Aryee, 2011) study shows that pressures from the 
global economy, shippers, shipping lines, terminal operators, and the 
Government, as shown in Fig. 4, have shifted cultural behaviours to affirm 

Fig. 7. Single Window System as part of a Wider System consisting of the International Trade System and Government System. Source: Own Illustration.  
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the three forces effect. The change had already begun due to global 
pressures from the international trade and supply chain system and the 
government system, in which the GNSW system operates for clearance of 
goods to be efficient and make ports and international trade participants 
and the country competitive on the world market. 

Fig. 7 is based on Ackoff’s (Problemjäger.com, 2018) three steps in 
synthesis, which proposed that systems should be studied as part of a 
broader system, try to get understanding of the more comprehensive 
system and then disaggregate the knowledge of the wider system into an 
understanding of each part by identifying its role and function in the 
system. The GNSW at the Port of Tema is part of the government system, 
which operates within the global economy’s international trade and 
supply chain system. Hence, it depicts the port’s pressures to be 
competitive and the pressure to increase revenue generation for the state 
through the port. 

The financial and operational benefits of global private participation 
in infrastructure development and service delivery evidenced by the 
global terminal operators and shipping lines; and the diversification and 
globalization of investors and operators in the port industry (World-
bank, n.d.) is a critical driving force towards the implementation of a 
single-window system.  

• Technical feasibility (what it is appropriate to support with computer 
technology and what should be left as a manual process, and what it 
is possible to computerize?):  

• The stakeholders saw no argument about the capabilities of TradeNet 
run by GCNet and UNIPASS of Ghana Link. The I.T. vendors showed 
technical readiness when the Vice President made the declaration of 
a paperless port. It took GCNet and Westblue a couple of weeks to 
make the modules available for joint inspections by the border 
agencies to cut inspection time down. Also, scanners’ used to inspect 
goods already existed, with a minimum number of containers having 
to undergo physical inspection upon being flagged by the scanners 
and based on existing protocols on inspection and examination of 
goods by customs.  

• Dependencies between work-systems and technical systems  
• After twenty years of GNSW operations, the human attitude towards 

work and technological change still exists among customs officers 
and some deviant freight forwarders and importers. Nevertheless, 
the consensus of the shipping community is that the electronic Single 
Window clearance has come to stay. With the systems in place, the 
hard work of changing stakeholders’ attitudes continued, albeit 
partially hampered by the lack of political will to deal with perpe-
trators of corruption.  

• Win-win: does the change make life easier for people?  
• The proposed transformational change to reduce the cost of port 

transactions does not necessarily produce losers. A cost reduction has 
the potential to increase trade volumes through the port, providing a 
win–win situation. It gives room to satisfy all parties without 
compromising the shipping community’s efficiency or service pro-
viders and shippers- needs. For the politicians who want to contract I. 
T. vendors to offer technical support to customs, that can be done 
without tasking the shipper to pay for their services. The difference is 
that the I.T. vendors no longer would perform customs functions. 
They are not the software’s proprietary owners and operators but 
only offer technical support to Ghana Customs. Implementing the 
proposed changes ensures that the abrogation of their contract by 
politicians does not affect stakeholders. 

Stage 7: Take action to improve the problem situation 
The study does not afford the power to intervene directly in the 

problem situation. However, we make an indirect impact by briefing 
participants and relevant stakeholders about recommended changes. 

5. Discussion 

The SSM learning process, the focus group, one-on-one interviews, 
and reviewed literature helped decipher the meanings, known as 
worldviews in SSM parlance, behind the Ghana National Single Win-
dow’s controversies. Certain factors have emerged from the study that 
helps explain the problem situation that underlines the controversies. 

5.1. Governance of the Ghana National Single Window 

The primary cause of controversy concerning the GNSW is how 
politicians appoint I.T. vendors to manage the GNSW without due pro-
cess and stakeholder involvement. Evidence shows three operators have 
to manage the GNSW, with each elected Government contracting a new 
operator over three political election cycles. The Government affects 
vendor changes through either the Ministry of Finance or the Ministry of 
Trade & Industry (MOTI), collaborators in the trade space. 

The green line in the rich picture connecting the Ministry of Trade 
and Industry (MOTI) represents the role they played in selecting a 
vendor for the Customs Division of the Ghana Revenue Authority, the 
custodians of the Ghana National Single Window platform. Participants 
at the workshop in 2019 perceived this as one example of political in-
fluence that manipulates state agencies. The reason is that the MOTI, 
although the originator of Ghana’s single window initiative, has no 
direct supervisory role over Customs, which is under the Ministry of 
Finance yet has contracted vendors for customs since the inception of 
the single window in 2002. In the meeting with participants to 
authenticate the transformation envisaged by stakeholders, one partic-
ipant who is a member of the National Trade Facilitation Committee 
revealed that the function of a lead agency has been elevated to the Vice 
President’s office as per the governance structure enshrined in law by an 
act of parliament 

The Government’s announcement of a new vendor to take over from 
GCNet and Westblue came as a shock to many because it came a couple 
of months after the Vice President declared a paperless port and the 
subsequent improvement in the GNSW. The action prompted suspicions 
of factionalism in the Government. Many rejected the sole sourcing of 
these contracts since there was no urgency nor a lack of I.T. Vendors 
capable of installing and managing the chosen software as the pro-
curement laws require. Civil Society group IMANI Africa has accused the 
Senior Minister of interfering in the process (ImaniAfrica, 2020a) and, 
arbitrarily, handing over the control of the GNSW to another party 
without cause or reason (ImaniAfrica, 2020b). The Minister of Trans-
port, responding to questions from parliamentarians about why GCNet 
was replaced with ICUMS during his vetting for the second term of office 
on live television on 27th February 2021; explained that he had no idea 
why they were changed since it does not fall within his mandate or that 
of the port authority but rather the ministries of trade and finance (Citi, 
2021). The situation reflects the multi-ministerial oversight of the 
maritime sector’s digital transformational agenda – and how it can serve 
unaccountability. 

In the validation meeting, the Chartered Institute of Logistics and 
Transport reiterated that the GNSW platform has been robust and must 
be separated from the managers in the discourse. Governance emerges 
as the bone of contention in the controversies. 

The practice of politically influenced contracts in the GNSW imple-
mentation is not an isolated situation. It appears to be an established 
practice in Ghana’s political setup. Interviews with the Port Authority 
and Maritime Labour Services revealed that indigenous stevedoring 
companies and Labour Supply Companies have their faith tied to the 
tenure of political parties. The port authorities attributed inefficiencies 
in port operations to the poorly equipped stevedoring companies with 
limited human capacity and skill who fail to invest because of the un-
certainty of the contracts after the political cycle of four years or eight 
years if their party retains power. They are forced to license them due to 
pressure from political party affiliates and heads appointed to the port. 
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The operations manager of one of the companies puts it this way- “I do 
not know the owners of the company I work for…our fortune is tied with 
the party in power, so we must make the most of it now”-. The contro-
versy regarding the GNSW is a subtle push back on this practice by the 
political authority to extract rent through their affiliates. 

5.2. Trade transaction cost 

Trade transaction has come up as a critical issue in the debate on a 
national single window. Interviewees and the focus group mentioned as 
problematic the increasing direct usage cost (i.e., service fees paid by 
system’s users) and logistics (indirect) costs because of digitalization. 

The cost argument is twofold. The statement made by the repre-
sentative of the Ghana Shippers Authority and supported by Westblue in 
the focus group (see Table 1) emanates from historical antecedents. 
(Aryee et al., 2021) recounts the introduction of standalone digital 
platforms by state agencies such as the Advance Shipping Information 
platform and Cargo Tracking Note despite the National Single Window’s 
affordance to perform those functions. Therefore, the direct cost can be 
explained in two ways. First, accumulated charges because of the pro-
liferation of digitalized platforms demand a service fee. Secondly, as cost 
increments through contractual amounts negotiated between the gov-
ernment and the I.T. Vendors. In addition to the direct cost is indirect 
costs because of inefficient process digitalization leading to higher trade 
transaction costs via lack of transparency, predictability and cargo 
clearance delays. 

5.3. Stakeholder participation in decision making 

It emerges from the validation meeting that article 2 of the Trade 
Facilitation Agreement enjoins states to offer the opportunity for traders 
and other interested parties to comment on any new introductions to the 
trade ecosystem (Trade Facilitation Agreement, 2014). The opaque way 
I.T. vendors are selected without any competitive bidding process gives 
credence to the unilateral decisions that affect shippers and the public. 
The involvement of stakeholders ensures transparency, accountability 
and value for money in contract transactions and helps avoid conflicts. 
GIFF has emerged as the advocate for shippers and the larger public in 
engaging with the Government and its agencies (see Aryee et al., 2021). 
Asked why the Ghana Shippers Authority does not argue for such 
engagement on behalf of shippers, participants at the validation meeting 
pointed to their role as a state agency that cannot be adversarial to the 
central Government that appoints the Chief Executive Officer. This sit-
uation is reflected in the rich picture as a bottleneck depicted by a red 
arrow. 

Interviewees and participants raised other issues such as the mandate 
of customs at the validation meeting with the belief that the Customs 
authority assuming their legal mandate of classification and valuation 
can help reduce the cost to the country and shippers that accrue to the 
benefit of a private entity. However, this concern is subservient under 
political authority explained by the gatekeeper state theory. A gate-
keeper state is one in which political leaders dominate bureaucrats, 
unlike developmental states where the opposite is true (Hillbom, 2012). 

6. Conclusion 

We set out to explore the meanings embedded in controversies sur-
rounding the implementation of the Ghana National Single Window 
(GNSW) and port expansion project and how these meanings help 
explain port stakeholder fears, hopes and expectations at the Port of 
Tema. To begin with, we provide a series of events around the GNSW 
and port expansion that recurred four times over four political cycles as 
background that warrants exploration to extract meanings from their 
occurrence. Fears, hopes and expectations reflect human emotions or 
worldviews which are diverse and prone to conflict of interests. There-
fore, we adopted a qualitative approach that also builds consensus in 

arriving at a possible accommodation. 
Data collection, analysis and presentation, were accomplished using 

the soft systems methodology. A process that helps untangle difficult 
situations involving people by finding accommodations between the 
different world views. We began with a review of the literature and 
expert interviews where we identified that the controversies concerning 
the GNSW and Port expansion were not technical but socio-political. We 
followed with a workshop and focus group discussion of relevant 
stakeholders on gathering further information. Following the workshop 
and discussions, the roles, interrelations and bottle necks in the work-
flow of port stakeholders were mapped out. The data was analyzed 
through the various stages of the SSM process, including rich pictures, 
root definition, CATWOE, PQR and a conceptual model. Further in-
terviews and a validation meeting with relevant stakeholders confirmed 
the result and desired change. 

The study revealed meanings of controversies, which we deciphered 
from worldviews of workshop participants, focus group discussions, 
interviews and findings from documentary evidence. These meanings 
include suspicion of corruption in contract awards to I.T. vendors (all 
without evidence of competitive bidding), which increases the cost of 
transacting business at the port. 

First, we can deduce that the frequent contracting of new vendors by 
succeeding governments is evidence that procurement of I.T. vendors is 
a compromise of the objective the installation of the technological 
artefact sought to forestall. 

Secondly, we know that controversies related to technological 
change are not always associated with technological artefacts. In the 
study, technology only changed in 2019 after 18 years of operation, and 
all the controversies were related to socio-political concerns. The SSM 
learning process revealed that the controversies have been about the 
system’s politicization to the point that, over three eight-year political 
cycles spanning two decades, every elected Government has contracted 
a new vendor to work with customs. Except for the controversies sur-
rounding resistance to change and initial technical challenges on the 
first introduction of the Ghana National Single Window project, all other 
controversies were related to introducing a new system operator. 

Lastly, we can conclude, based on our evidence of the modules 
activated after the Vice Presidents declaration of a paperless port in May 
of 2017, that GCNet’s TradeNet did not receive the needed Government 
support to ensure a single end-to-end window for Ghana that meets user 
needs and enhances trade facilitation. This finding further contributes to 
Addo (2017) results of the capabilities or affordances in TradeNet 
underutilized. UNIPASS seems to be enjoying that support from the 
Government of Ghana presently. 

In general, the findings correspond to Jasper’s (2017) argument that 
the public’s attitude towards technology either reflect fears, hopes and 
expectations or legitimate concerns over important political and social 
goals to the public. His study investigated the lifecycle of controversies 
surrounding nuclear energy’s introduction in France, Sweden and the 
USA and how politicians handled them at each stage. He argued that 
technological controversies reflect disagreement over basic political and 
social choices rather than merely irrational fears inspired by the mass 
media. In a sense, this study confirms the argument that the public and 
businesses have legitimate concerns over important political and social 
goals in the case of the GNSW. Political influence in contracting I.T. 
vendors are costly to businesses. Our investigation clearly shows that all 
agree to have the GNSW, but optimizing user satisfaction should be more 
central to the decision makers’ consideration. 

6.1. Implications 

Firstly, practically, if the transformation required is not achieved, 
there is no guarantee that ICUMS will be the last technology/software 
for the GNSW, and Ghana Link may not survive as an I.T. vendor during 
their 10-year contract 

Secondly, with regards to policy, Hersh’s proposal of three changes 
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required for the sustainability of change is inadequate for the case of the 
GNSW. While the Vice President’s influence amounted to procedural 
and, to a lesser extent, structural change, his intervention is not sus-
tainable based on experience from a similar change by the late President 
Mills in 2012 (Kwaku Antwi Otto, 2011). Already, some agencies are 
negotiating their way back into the inspection team. For example, the 
veterinary service argues for their inclusion in inspections amidst the 
COVID 19 pandemic (Ghana Ports and Harbours, 2020). As pointed out 
by Addo (2017) and depicted by the rich picture (Fig. 4), GCNet (and 
possibly the other I.T. Vendors) had affordance for complete automation 
and rationalization of inspection of goods by government agencies to 
reduce the time and cost of clearing goods. However, due to turf wars, 
they never had the cooperation of the OGAs that used their legal man-
dates as an excuse to increase revenue through charges for their services. 
To compel the OGAs to integrate and collaborate, there is a need for 
legal change that ratifies the rationalization of inspections, in addition to 
the changes identified by Hersh. The study proposes that the single 
window project will benefit from legal changes that compel the OGAs to 
integrate and collaborate at the ports and other borders. 

Lastly, our paper contributes to the ongoing debate on the socio- 
technical embeddedness of Information Systems and knowledge in the 
following ways:  

• The paper reported on a systems enquiry into the complexities of 
implementing the Ghana National Single Window at the Port of 
Tema. The inquiry process produced output, such as a conceptual 
model to improve the implementation process for the participant 
stakeholders. 

• Applying SSM helped reveal specific meanings attached to contro-
versies surrounding a technological artefact in a developing country. 
The study also revealed that the answers to these controversies lie 
beyond technology. 

6.2. Limitations  

• Because this is research and not a consultancy for the state or any 
other agency, we have no power to compel participants to follow 
through with agreed accommodations and recommendations.  

• The last stakeholder meeting to validate some of the findings was 
attended by 6 of the 11 who participated in the focus group discus-
sion. The number reduced at the validation stage because 4 of them 
who worked with GCNET and Westblue (former operators of the 
Single Window) had lost their jobs at the loss of their companies’ 
contracts. 
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